C.P.A. Split As It Decides to Form New Reformist Party

Bitter Struggle Marks The New Departure; "Militants" Defend Socialist Party Position; Communists Resign As Safely Plan Is Put Through

JOHN D. SLASHES WAGES 20%

Big Wage Cuts Everywhere Strikes Also Growing

A check in the wages of workers in the United States was indicated by John D., who recently announced a 20% wage cut for his workers. This move is expected to spread throughout the country as similar reductions are being made by other employers. The number of workers affected by this cut is estimated to be in the millions.

6,000 Silk Workers Answer General Strike Call in Paterson

Masses Rally to Strike Call of Amalgamated Unions Strike Spreading Fast - National Textile Union Plays Disruptive Role

The strikers are demanding an 8-hour day and an increase in wages. The unions are coordinating their efforts to ensure a successful strike. The National Textile Workers Union is playing a disruptive role, attempting to undermine the strike efforts.

The March of American Prosperity

Hilquitz Forced to Drop Anti-Soviet Case

As Mass Protests Grow In S. P. Ranks

Wire From Paris Announces The Decision: Philadelphia S. P. Convention Condemns Hilquitz; "Militants" Help Expel V.P.A. Member In New York

In a dramatic发展, Paris, July 30, issued a sweeping condemnation of the anti-Soviet activities of the "Militants." The decision was made after a series of protests by workers in the S. P. ranks.

Wall St. to Rule World Bank

Higgins Heads New Board; Dictatorship Advances In Germany

The sordid facts of the recent events in Germany have been brought home to the world. The Nazis have taken power, and the world is now gripped by a dictatorial regime.

Priests Ousted in Vera Cruz

Only 4 Left As Result of Government Anti-Church Drive in State

The priests who were ousted in Vera Cruz have now been reduced to a mere four. The government's drive against the church has been a success.

Walker Involved in Draft Quiz Along With Silent Dr. Doyle

Walker Connected With Doyle in Board of Standards Scandal; Mayor Leaves for "Vacation" Aboard

Mayor James J. Walker is involved in a scandal related to the Board of Standards. He is accused of irregularities in the drafting process.

World Socialists Meet Open

I. J. P. Delegate Protests On Position on "Lobbying"

The International Labor Federation has met to discuss the issue of "lobbying." The delegates have protested against the methods used by certain groups to influence legislation.

Shaw Praises Soviet Power

Declarer British Workmen Must Follow Example of Russian Masseurs

Shaw believes that British workmen should follow the example of the Russian masses. He is urging workers to stand up for their rights and to organize for better working conditions.
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**THE FURRIERS FIGHT FOR UNITY!**

by A Fair Worker

New York City

On Thursday, July 21, members of the Furriers Union No. 1, T. I. F., staged a mass meeting to demand "Fair Contracts for Fair Employees"! In the audience were leaders of the fur industry, representatives of national unions, and the workers themselves. The meeting was held at the Audubon Temple, 822 Eighth Avenue. It was attended by thousands of garment workers, who were joined by thousands of additional garment workers throughout the country.

The furriers have been fighting for fair contracts for fair employees for years. They have been forced to do so by theemployers, who have tried to keep them in the dark about their rights. But the furriers have been fighting back, and they have been winning. They have been winning because they have been fighting for what is right, and they have been winning because they have been fighting with the support of the workers and the community.
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Stalin to the Industrial Executives

On the Road to Socialism

by Joseph Stalin

What About that General Strike?

Almost two years ago the American Federation of Labor delivered to the President of the United States a letter protesting against the collective bargaining agreement with the railway companies. The AFL letter complained that the contract did not give the workers full rights, and that they were not entitled to receive the benefits of the agreement.

The agreement covered all the workers on the railroads, except those employed in the construction of new lines. The purpose of the agreement was to provide for the payment of wages, and for the regulation of working hours and other conditions of employment.

The AFL letter protested against the fact that the agreement did not give the workers full rights, and that they were not entitled to receive the benefits of the agreement.

The Railway Labor Act was passed by Congress in 1920, and it took effect on January 1, 1921. The act provided for the settlement of labor disputes by compulsory arbitration, and it also gave the workers the right to strike and to enter into collective bargaining agreements.

The act also gave the workers the right to organize and to engage in collective bargaining. The act was a great victory for the workers, and it opened the way for the development of the labor movement in the United States.
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New Bedford and Petson: A Contrast

by Alex Bail

THE PARTY AND THE A.F.L. WORKERS

by Alex Bail

(Continued from last issue)
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The Soviet Union and Its Bourgeois Critics

Marxism and Russian Revolution

by Jay Lovestone

AGAINT A NEW REFORMIST PARTY!

(Continued from Page 2)